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Whale Recovery 

When commercial whaling was banned in 1986 it put an end to a harvest that 

threatened the existence of some of the most majestic animals on Earth. With several 

species reduced to tiny fractions of their original populations, once the moratorium was 

introduced the expectation was that whale populations would recover. But in the 

decades since, only some have. 

There are many possible reasons why this might be, including chemical pollution, 

climate change, man-made noise, and loss of cultural knowledge among whales that 

prevent their descendants returning to habitats in their former range. A further risk, 

highlighted by a new study of blue whales off the coast of California, is deaths and injury 

caused by being struck by ships. In most populations, we don’t yet know how big a 

problem it is, but for some it is almost certainly holding back recovery.  

In recent years reports of the arrival of large vessels into port with the carcass of a large 

whale pinned to the bow bulb have become a regular occurrence in the news. Of 

course, these are only those cases that make it to port – an unknown number of strikes 

leave their victims at sea, and are sometimes encountered by chance. 

In fact, many of the modern ships are so vast that the impact on the vessel is so 

insignificant that the crew is typically unaware that it has happened until it reaches port.  

The impact on the whales is considerably greater. 

http://iwc.int/status
http://www.nature.com/news/whale-earwax-a-time-capsule-for-stress-and-toxins-1.13750
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/09/10/AR2007091002143.htmlddd
http://edition.cnn.com/2012/01/19/opinion/clark-southall-marine/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1748-7692.2007.00175.x/abstract
http://iwc.int/ship-strikes
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=439
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/8169309.stm
http://www.portofrotterdam.com/en/News/pressreleases-news/Pages/container-vessel-carries-whale.aspx
http://www.adn.com/node/1386076
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jul/30/dead-humpback-whale-alaska-cruise
http://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Whale-New-York-Harbor-Bow-of-Ship-Liberty-State-Park-255513431.html
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/blue-whale-killed-by-ship-incredibly-828597
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Bonobos 

Wait a darn minute!  Something’s just not right.  On a long flight recently I saw the 

movie, "Dawn of the Planet of the Apes.”  It was quite a thriller, all about male animals 

fighting with other males – perfect for a male audience.  But then I realized that one of 

the main ape characters — Koba — was actually meant to be a bonobo.  

No bonobo  has ever been observed killing another bonobo. Instead of one male being 

in charge (like Cesar in "Planet of the Apes"), female bonobos work together to make 

sure that no one bonobo (especially a male) ever dominates all the others. If a male 

bonobo tries to act like a chimpanzee, he is "corrected" by the females — they'll be very 

aggressive toward that male, and may even injure him severely if he resists. This 

aggression is not like chimpanzee aggression, because it is for the purpose of 

preventing one individual from controlling the group, as opposed to using aggression to 

monopolize power. Also, while these corrected males are thoroughly humbled, they are 

never hunted down and killed as male chimpanzees do to their own kind.  

We are not only doing bonobos a disservice by mischaracterizing them as being like all 

the other apes, but we are handicapping ourselves. Bonobos give us hope that we can 

find a way to escape our xenophobic and murderous tendencies, even if we are apes 

like all the rest. Hopefully, in the next "Planet of the Apes" installment, the filmmakers 

will have the courage to include bonobo females who will be the only ones humane 

enough to save the planet.  

 

 

http://www.livescience.com/45447-dawn-of-the-planet-of-the-apes-trailer.html
http://www.livescience.com/20940-unraveling-bonobo-genome-secrets.html
http://www.counterpunch.org/2014/07/14/dawn-of-the-planet-of-the-apes-defames-bonobos/
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Hummingbird Sweet Tooth 

Nectar-slurping hummingbirds clearly have a taste for sweets — but they shouldn't. Like 

all other birds, they lack sweet-taste receptors on their palates and long tongues, so in 

theory, they should be immune to the temptations of sugary foods. 

However, new research reveals why hummingbirds feast freely on nectar: At some point 

in their evolution, the birds transformed a taste receptor that's typically used to detect 

savory flavors into one that's used to taste sweets instead. 

Hummingbirds are constantly wavering between a sugar rush and starvation. Their 

metabolisms are hyperactive, their hearts can beat 20 times a second, and they often 

need to eat more than their body weight in food each day to stay alive.  

The small birds eat the occasional insect, but they largely subsist on nectar from 

flowers, which is not a typical source of food for most other birds. As a result, 

hummingbirds have been able to carve out a distinct environmental niche. The birds can 

now be found throughout North and South America, in habitats ranging from high-

altitude mountains in the Andes to tropical rainforests, and they're quite diverse. They 

have split into more than 300 species in the estimated 42 million years since they parted 

from their closest relative, the insect-eating swift. 

To figure out what made hummingbirds like sweets despite their lack of the sweet-taste 

receptor, researchers cloned the genes for taste receptors from omnivorous chickens, 

insectivorous swifts and nectivorous hummingbirds.  

http://www.livescience.com/47483-why-hummingbirds-love-sweets.html
http://www.livescience.com/44593-first-hummingbird-evolutionary-tree.html
http://www.livescience.com/27680-taste-protein-for-sweet-bitter-umami.html
http://www.livescience.com/47483-why-hummingbirds-love-sweets.html
http://www.livescience.com/47483-why-hummingbirds-love-sweets.html
http://www.livescience.com/44593-first-hummingbird-evolutionary-tree.html
http://www.livescience.com/27100-sensing-salty-foods.html
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Mussels & Clams 

Did you know that mussels and clams serve as tiny water filtration systems, constantly 

sieving the water around them in their hunt for a meal of bacteria or microscopic algae 

known as phytoplankton?  Each native mussel filters about two liters of water a day.  As 

they filter water, the bivalves' tissues absorb some of the chemicals and pathogens that 

are present — things like herbicides, pharmaceuticals and flame retardants.  

To see just how good the bivalves are at cleaning up toxins in their environment, 

researchers put California floater mussels and Asian clams into a tank with treated 

wastewater that contained various levels of contamination. Within 72 hours, the bivalves 

had removed up to 80 percent of some of the contaminants from the water, according to 

the researchers.  

Observing these shellfish soaking up harmful chemicals got the researchers thinking 

about how they might put the cleansing clams and mussels to good use. They decided 

to assign some of these underwater maids a new job: cleaning up a dirty lake in the 

middle of San Francisco. 

Mountain Lake is a body of water that researchers say is heavily polluted with harmful 

bacteria and other contaminants. The researchers are still deciding how many clams 

and mussels they'll need to introduce into Mountain Lake to get the job done, and 

they’re also trying to decide how to best deploy the bivalves. 

http://www.livescience.com/29349-water-purification-system-nanotechnology.html
http://www.livescience.com/14623-top-5-ways-reduce-toxins-homes.html
http://www.livescience.com/35635-climate-change-health-countdown.html
http://www.livescience.com/35635-climate-change-health-countdown.html
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Sickly Coral Reefs Fail the Smell Test 

Young corals and fish in the Pacific Ocean can smell a bad neighborhood. When 

looking for a place to settle down, these animals use chemical cues to avoid reefs that 

are littered with seaweed and flock to healthy habitats instead. 

Scientists have seen corals decline around the world over the past several decades, 

and the new findings help explain why some reefs aren't recovering or recruiting new 

corals, despite conservation efforts. 

Fiji's "Coral Coast" might be an ideal lab to look at the difference between bad 

underwater neighborhoods and good ones.  

Scientists have studied the waters off of three villages along the southern side of Fiji's 

main island which each managed a small marine protected area next to another area 

where fishing was allowed. Each MPA was a little less than a square kilometer in size 

and had someone on patrol to enforce no-fishing laws 24 hours a day.  Life thrives 

inside the MPAs, but the nonprotected areas often lack the large populations of 

herbivores, such as parrotfish, which would normally trim the seaweed from corals and 

keep them healthy. 

And in tests with hundreds of fish, researchers found that given a choice, the fish 

consistently preferred to swim in streams of water from the healthy habitats, even if they 

had grown accustomed to swimming in a degraded, seaweed-choked habitat in the wild. 

http://www.livescience.com/25870-china-coral-reefs.html
http://www.livescience.com/20883-violent-head-butting-parrotfish.html
http://www.livescience.com/27948-coral-fluorescence-health.html
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Zoonotic Diseases 

When European explorers landed in the Americas, they brought tuberculosis and a 

wave of other deadly diseases with them. However, some strains of TB may have 

already been lurking in South America. 

In fact, these strains may have been brought to the Americas by seals and sea lions. 

A new analysis of three ancient Peruvian human skeletons that date to between A.D. 

1028 and 1280 — well before Europeans landed on American shores — shows 

evidence of tuberculosis, including skeletal lesions and curved spines.  

It looked as though tuberculosis was present in the New World before European 

contact, based on these skeletons. 

However, when the researchers reconstructed the genomes of the tuberculosis 

samples, they found the strains didn't fit into any branches of the disease that are 

commonly associated with human infection. Instead, it was branching with the animals’ 

strains of TB. 

How on Earth did TB get to the New World less than 10,000 years ago 

Well, scientists hypothesize that the three Peruvians caught the disease from seals that 

had once lived in Africa, and had swum to the New World.  When they plugged the seal 

genome into the TB family tree, sure enough it was branching with our Peruvian 

samples. 
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Climate Change Could Melt Wolverines' Snowy 'Refrigerators'  

Both captive and wild wolverines have been observed hiding food, such as meat taken 

from reindeer carcasses, creating caches of food for lean times.  

Wolverines use snow like a refrigerator to preserve food during the lean, cold times after 

their young are born. 

The animals live in the northern parts of North America, Asia and Europe where 

resources can be scarce. Their vulnerability to warming landed them as a "candidate for 

protection" in 2010 under the U.S. Endangered Species Act.  

After reviewing previous work on wolverine reproduction and food availability, a 

research team concluded that the wolverines live only within a "refrigeration zone," 

where spring snow and cold allow them to store the food they scavenge or kill. This 

strategy keeps insects, bacteria and other scavengers from consuming it. 

Wolverines eat everything from moose and mountain goats to ground squirrels, birds' 

eggs and berries. 

Understanding why and how wolverines exist where they do and the various 

adaptations they have evolved to eke out a living will better inform population 

management strategies and conservation of the species. 

Better understanding how wolverines use the snow is crucial to understanding how 

climate change will affect this largest member of the weasel family. 

 

http://www.livescience.com/9644-wolverine-colorado-1919.html
http://www.livescience.com/2809-endangered-species-act-called-bad-science.html
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Severed Snake Head Still Bites 

Venomous snakes are scary when they're alive, but there's also sometimes reason to 

fear these fanged creatures after they're dead. 

Snakes in general are well known for retaining reflexes after death.  For venomous 

snakes, such as cobras and rattlesnakes, biting is one of the reflexes that can be 

activated in the brain even hours after the animal dies. 

The bite reflex is stronger in venomous snakes than it is in some other carnivores 

because these snakes use their bite differently than other meat-eaters.  Unlike a tiger, 

for instance, which kills prey by sinking its teeth into an animal's flesh and holding on, 

snakes aim to deliver just one, extremely quick bite and then move away from their prey 

before getting trampled. 

The rapid-fire attack can occur in less than a second. In fact, rattlesnakes have been 

known to envenomate (or inject venom into) prey in less than two-tenths of a second. 

Just because an animal has been decapitated, that doesn't mean the nerves have 

stopped functioning.  The bodies of snakes have been known to continue rising off the 

ground in a menacing pose, and even to strike out against a perceived threat, after 

they've suffered a beheading. 

These eerie postmortem movements are fueled by the ions, or electrically charged 

particles, which remain in the nerve cells of a snake for several house after it dies. 

http://www.livescience.com/34443-deadliest-snakes-most-venomous-snakes.html
http://www.livescience.com/34443-deadliest-snakes-most-venomous-snakes.html
http://www.livescience.com/45012-mulga-snake-sleep-bites.html
http://www.livescience.com/44033-florida-pythons-rarely-attack-people.html
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Spider Personalities 

Novelty is no good if you're an arachnid. Spiders get a personality boost from hanging 

out with the same group day in and day out, new research finds. 

The study examined a bizarre species of social spiders that build communal nests as 

big as cars. Results showed that social interactions can shape an animal's personality. 

If you live in the same group for a long time, with the same individuals, you are able to 

specialize in your own niche, and therefore avoid conflict with other group members. 

The study builds on a theory of animal behavior known as "social niche specialization." 

The idea is that within social groups, individuals have to stand out from each other, and 

will thus develop distinct personalities — defined, in this case, as differences in 

behavior. The notion of a spider with personality may seem strange, but animals from 

cats to bees have been found to show individual personality differences. 

Overall, in experiments spiders became shyer after they were disturbed. This result was 

likely a side effect of the spiders' natural environment, where ants that overrun their 

webs have put the species under threat, and laying low after an attack may increase the 

spiders' chances of survival. 

However, a difference emerged in spiders that spent the entire experiment with the 

same buddies compared to those that had to integrate with strangers. The spiders that 

stayed in their colonies became more consistent in their behavior over time, and more 

divergent from one another.  

http://www.livescience.com/47566-social-spider-personalities-colony.html
http://www.livescience.com/22122-types-of-spiders.html
http://www.livescience.com/47566-social-spider-personalities-colony.html
http://www.livescience.com/40708-secrets-to-cat-personality.html
http://www.livescience.com/18924-scouting-bees-brain-behavior.html
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Facial Mites 

You are not alone. Your body is a collection of microbes, fungi, viruses…and even other 

animals. In fact, you aren’t even the only animal using your face. Right now, in the 

general vicinity of your nose, there are at least two species of microscopic mites living in 

your pores. You would expect scientists to know quite a lot about these animals (given 

that we share our faces with them), but we don’t. 

Here is what we do know: Demodex mites are microscopic arachnids (relatives of 

spiders and ticks) that live in and on the skin of mammals – including humans. They 

have been found on every mammal species where we’ve looked for them, except the 

platypus and their odd egg-laying relatives.  

Generally, these mites live out a benign coexistence with their hosts. But if that fine 

balance is disrupted, they are known to cause mange amongst our furry friends, and 

skin ailments like rosacea and blepharitis in humans. Most of us are simply content – if 

unaware – carriers of these spindly, eight-legged pore-dwellers. 

But as exciting as these results are, China and the US are just a small piece of the 

picture. We can’t wait to see what happens when we sample D. brevis from people all 

over the world! The ancient journey of Homo sapiens as retold by mites. 

If reading this made your face a little itchy, rest easy. In an evolutionary perspective, 

humans and Demodex are old, old friends. You are in good company. And so are your 

mites. 
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Turtles need help 

There are many threats faced by turtles and tortoises in America's ponds, rivers, 

oceans, beaches, and deserts, such as:  

• It is still legal in most U.S. states to capture and eat an unlimited number of 

snapping, soft-shelled and other freshwater turtle species. Millions of North 

American turtles are also raised for food and shipped live internationally. 

• There is an unsustainable and inhumane American "turtle farm" industry that 

captures wild turtles and breeds them to supply pet stores and Internet sales. 

Millions of water turtles are confined and their hatchlings are "sanitized," often by 

dipping into a water and bleach solution, and shipped in boxes containing several 

hundred babies piled on top of each other. 

• Rapid habitat loss due to development, road projects, drought, pollution, global 

warming and disease (for example, ranavirus, which is regarded as a contributing 

factor in the decline of amphibians) threaten the viability of turtle populations. 

Turtles also face threats from fishing nets and hooks that drown them.  

• Sea turtles are killed across the globe to make trinkets for tourists, and are 

farmed for tourism and meat in the Cayman Islands. 

Turtles are alluring creatures , but it is important to remember that they belong in the 

wild.  We must all safeguard the habitats for these creatures that move at their own 

pace and whose protective shell is no match for the array of threats humans throw at 

them. 

https://www.hsi.org.au/go/to/109/marine-turtles.html#.U-zeqPldVyx
http://www.livescience.com/37045-how-turtles-got-their-shells.html
http://www.humanesociety.org/issues/exotic_pets/facts/thinking_of_getting_turtle_012609.html?credit=blog_post081414
http://www.humanesociety.org/issues/exotic_pets/facts/thinking_of_getting_turtle_012609.html?credit=blog_post081414
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How Do Plants Grow Toward the Light? 

Plants have developed a number of strategies to capture the maximum amount of 

sunlight through their leaves. As we know from looking at plants on a windowsill, they 

grow toward the sunlight to be able to generate energy by photosynthesis. Do you know 

the driving force behind this movement is the plant hormone auxin? 

The growth of plants toward light is particularly important at the beginning of their 

lifecycle. Many seeds germinate in the soil and get their nutrition in the dark from their 

limited reserves of starch and lipids. Reaching for the surface, the seedlings rapidly 

grow upwards against the gravitational pull, which provides an initial clue for orientation. 

With the help of highly sensitive light-sensing proteins, they find the shortest route to the 

sunlight – and are even able to bend in the direction of the light source. 

Even mature plants bend toward the strongest light. They do this by elongating the cells 

of the stem on the side that is farthest from the light. This type of light-oriented growth is 

called phototropism. 

The substance responsible for cell elongation is auxin. This phytohormone is formed in 

cells at the tip of the shoot and is then passed from cell to cell. As such, the hormone is 

shuttled through many cells of the plant before it reaches its final destination. Export 

and import proteins push the auxin out of one cell into the intercellular space and then 

into the next cell and so on until the auxin eventually reaches its target site. 

The most important proteins in this process are the export proteins known as "PINs", 

which regulate the direction of the auxin flow.  

http://phys.org/tags/seedlings/
http://phys.org/tags/auxin/
http://phys.org/tags/import+proteins/
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Ant Zombies 

A parasitic fungus known to manipulate the brains of ants doesn't make slavelike 

"zombies" out of any old host. 

Instead, the microorganism is somehow able to recognize the brains of different ant 

species, and releases its mind-controlling chemical cocktail only when in its preferred 

host. 

Behavioral manipulation is such a complex characteristic that it only occurs when 

there's a very close coevolution between pathogen and host. 

Fungi of the genus Ophiocordyceps — so-called zombie ant fungi — need ants to 

complete their life cycle. When an ant comes across fungal spores while foraging, the 

fungus infects the insect and quickly spreads throughout its body. 

Fungal cells in the ant's head release chemicals that hijack the insect's central nervous 

system. The fungus forces the ant to climb up vegetation and clamp down onto a leaf or 

twig before killing its hapless drone. It then grows a spore-releasing stalk out of the back 

of the victim's head to infect more ants on the ground below.  

Interestingly, scientists have discovered that the fungi produce a specific chemical 

cocktail for its specific ant species, suggesting it "knows" the brains of its target hosts 

and reacts accordingly.  The fungus didn't coevolve with other ants, so it's unable to 

produce the right cocktail to manipulate them. 

 

http://www.livescience.com/20099-ant-zombie-mind-controlling-fungus.html
http://www.livescience.com/5631-zombie-ants-controlled-fungus.html
http://www.livescience.com/5631-zombie-ants-controlled-fungus.html
http://www.livescience.com/20099-ant-zombie-mind-controlling-fungus.html
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Mole Rat Vision 

Mole rats spend nearly all their lives underground, but they are not blind as was long 

thought, and are even color-sensitive, new research confirms.  

Detecting light from holes in their tunnels enables mole rats to quickly plug the holes to 

keep out predators like honey badgers. 

To simulate a hole-plugging scenario, the researchers placed the silvery mole rat and 

the giant mole rat into a maze of Plexiglas tunnels containing horticultural peat. Once 

they had the animals inside, the researchers covered the maze but illuminated the end 

of one tunnel with a 40-watt incandescent bulb. They then recorded whether the mole 

rats used the peat to block the light.   

The giant mole rat tried to plug the hole in 80 percent of trials, and the silvery mole rat 

did so 85 percent of the time.  

In a related test, mole rats were supplied with food and nesting material and given the 

choice between two nesting boxes, one dark and the other illuminated by white or 

monochromatic light. After 60 and 90 minutes, researchers checked the nesting boxes 

to see where the mole rats had settled down.  

Mole rats preferred the dark box, avoiding the boxes illuminated by white, blue, or 

green-yellow light. However, they seemed to have no preference between a dark box 

and a box illuminated by red light, suggesting the animals couldn't detect red.  

http://www.livescience.com/6219-naked-mole-rats-secrets-revealed.html
http://www.livescience.com/3903-deadly-sea-creature-lures-fish-red-lights.html
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Sumatran Rhino 
The Sumatran rhino is the rarest large mammal on Earth, with an estimated fewer than 

100 remaining in the forest on the island of Sumatra.   Say estimated because even 

experts are not sure just how many of this illusive species are out there. 

Of course, rhinos are poached for their horns, which is both crazy and tragic.  And in 

this case, the Sumatran rhino is also under the extra pressure of what little forest is left 

being cleared for palm oil farming. 

 

The Sumatran rhino once had a vast range, from NE India straight across south Asia to 

Vietnam.  But in the last decade all the rhinos on the mainland have been poached out. 

So, the question often asked, is if it is worth it to keep working to try to save such a 

small population of animals.  Their future looks to be restricted to one or two populations 

in protected basin rain forests on Sumatra.  Much how their cousin, the Javan rhino, 

lives in a single population on that island. 

 

The answer is yes, it is important to hang on to all the diversity we can.    It’s hard work 

to hang on to wild areas big enough to be home to large mammals like rhinos, but it is 

still possible. 

 

A few years ago the Cincinnati Zoo sent the first Sumatran rhino bred in captivity to live 

in the wild.  Now we’re working to send his little brother there to join him.  If our 

conservation efforts are effective, their descendants will thrive there a century from now. 
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Archer Fish 

Asia's zebra-striped archerfish "shoot" their prey with streams of water that they use like 

a tool. 

Archerfish aren't the only fish that use tools; the Pacific orange-dotted tuskfish uses 

rocks to crush clamshells. But archerfish are the only fish known to use adjustable jets 

of water as tools. 

The fish can shoot land-based prey — including insects, spiders and even lizards — off 

of leaves and branches and into the water from a distance of over 2 meters away. The 

fish gather the water between the tongue and the roof of the mouth, forming a gun-

barrel-like shape before spitting it out in powerful streams. In the new study, the 

researchers found that the fish modulate these jets so that the water is focused into a 

powerful point before impact. 

You’ll love this: researchers trained archerfish to shoot at small black spheres dangling 

from threads over their tanks, using flies as rewards for a hit. They adjusted the targets 

so that the fish had to shoot from distances of 20, 40, and 60 cm. 

Photo and video analysis revealed that the fish managed to focus their jets of water so 

that a thick slug (like a bullet) formed right before the stream hit the prey. These slugs 

were indistinguishable to the eye regardless of how far the total jet of water had 

traveled.  And highly accurate too! 

http://www.livescience.com/47683-archerfish-target-prey-with-water-jets.html
http://www.livescience.com/47683-archerfish-target-prey-with-water-jets.html
http://www.livescience.com/16296-tool-fish-caught-time-video.html
http://www.livescience.com/16296-tool-fish-caught-time-video.html
http://www.livescience.com/34305-archer-fish-form-gun-barrel-shape-in-mouth-to-blast-water-jet.html
http://www.livescience.com/34305-archer-fish-form-gun-barrel-shape-in-mouth-to-blast-water-jet.html
http://www.livescience.com/47683-archerfish-target-prey-with-water-jets.html
http://www.livescience.com/47683-archerfish-target-prey-with-water-jets.html
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Dahlias 

The dahlia is one of the most spectacular of blooming plants now found in gardens 

across the world. These herbaceous perennial plants belong to the genus Dahlia and 

are indigenous to the highlands of Central America and Mexico. They are a bushy, 

tuberous plant that originally only consisted of some 35 wild species. Today over 50,000 

hybridized varieties of dahlias have been registered and classified. 

Dahlias belong to the Asteraceae family making them closely related to daisies, zinnias, 

asters, chrysanthemums and sunflowers. Members of this magnificent family of flowers 

all tend to produce "star" shaped blooms. A capitulum, or floral head, is also a 

characteristic of this family. Each capitulum is composed of a number of small, 

individual flowers known as florets. There are two types of florets — the disk florets that 

make up the center of the dahlia flower and the ray florets that make up the showy, 

"petals" of the dahlia flower. 

Dahlias most often are grown from large, sweet-potato-like tubers which grow in 

clusters that have the appearance of a group of brown carrots. The indigenous peoples 

of the New World would use these tubers as a source of food and medicine. The tubers 

grow well in all types of climates and soil conditions as long as the temperature stays 

above freezing. Dahlias, with their magnificent blooms, grow best in rich soil with good 

drainage. It is possible to grow dahlias from seeds but it is much easier to sprout them 

from their fibrous tubers. 

Flowers range from 2” – 10”. 
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Giant Armadillos 

One of the coolest animal sightings I’ve ever had was the night a giant armadillo 

skittered through our campsite in central Suriname.  Like phantoms of the Amazon, 

giant armadillos are barely known and rarely seen, as they dig deep burrows to hide 

themselves during the day and only come out at night. 

Growing up to 1.5 meters  long from snout to tail, these armadillos are always on the 

move, and generally only stay in their 5 meter deep holes for two nights before 

excavating new ones. New research shows that these burrows are surprisingly 

important for other animal communities in the area and provide shelter for at least 25 

other species, from tortoises to lesser anteaters. 

Scientists set up camera traps in front of 70 giant armadillo burrows in the Pantenal in 

Brazil, which took photos of animals that came by to use the holes. The burrows provide 

a hiding place and home for many of these animals and shelter from the heat and cold, 

staying a relatively constant temperature.   

Little is known about giant armadillos because they occur in very low densities, are quite 

shy and are nocturnal. Very few giant armadillos had been seen before the use of 

camera traps. Scientists have attached GPS tracking devices on giant armadillos in the 

past few years and have shown that they travel long distances, and occupy a home 

range totaling about 20 square kilometers.  For comparison, that's four times larger than 

the home ranges of tapirs, South America's largest land mammal. 

 

http://www.livescience.com/26487-south-america-tapir-paradise.html
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Penguin Migration 

In the face of rising temperatures, emperor penguins in Antarctica may be forced to find 

new breeding grounds instead of returning to the same spot to mate year after year. 

Scientists are tracking this climate-driven march by studying the penguins' poop stains; 

in satellite images, the birds' dark droppings against a gleaming white backdrop of ice 

reveal their every move. 

Emperor penguins are a philopatric species, meaning they return to the same spot each 

year to breed. When confronted with rising temperatures and receding ice sheets, 

however, the penguins may forgo their philopatric nature. 

Scientists first noticed that the penguins might be adapting to their changing 

environment when she came across a new colony about 193 kilometers south of a 

breeding ground that was abandoned when the ice disappeared. 

She began looking through satellite images and data from other colonies to see if the 

species was actually traveling around. New satellite-imagery technology makes it easy 

for researchers to track the penguins because of their easy-to-spot poop stains on the 

Antarctic ice and snow. 

Now researchers have found evidence that part of the Pointe Géologie colony, made 

famous by the "March of the Penguins" documentary, have moved to new breeding 

grounds. 

 

http://www.livescience.com/21063-emperor-penguin-decline-antarctica.html
http://www.livescience.com/27434-penguin-facts.html
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Sloths 

Famously sluggish sloths spend most of their lives upside down. But unlike humans, 

these creatures don't have trouble breathing in that inverted position, because their 

internal organs are fixed in place. 

Three-toed sloths have special "adhesions" that anchor their guts to their lower ribs, 

preventing their organs from pressing down on their lungs. 

Sloth organs can be heavy, especially when a lot of waste builds up in their bowels. The 

animals, which live in the rain forests of Central and South America, are so economical 

in their energy use that they leave the trees just once a week to poop.  

By holding it in, sloths can store up to a third of their body weight in urine and feces. 

Sloths generate just about enough energy from their diet to move when and where 

required, but there is not much left in the tank afterwards. It would be energetically very 

expensive, if not completely impossible, for a sloth to lift this extra weight with each 

breath were it not for their adhesions. 

These adhesions might limit flexibility in the body's midsection, which is likely why many 

mammals lack this feature. But for sloths, this internal binding suits their slow lifestyle, 

allowing them to hang fully inverted to reach food without using extra power and without 

putting any added pressure on their insides. 

 

 

 

http://www.livescience.com/32498-why-is-fecal-matter-brown.html
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Full Moon Effect 

The muskellunge, or muskie, is one of the largest freshwater fish in North America and 

can grow as long as 1.8 meters and weigh up to 32 kilograms. 

Yet these "muskies," though common in the lakes of North America, are incredibly 

tough to catch. 

Angling wisdom is filled with ideas about how to improve the odds of catching a muskie. 

Many anglers believe that muskies are likelier to bite during the full moon. Newspapers 

from Minnesota to Michigan publish solar and lunar tables based on that premise.  

So, to see whether science backed up fishing lore, scientists pored over data from 

341,959 muskie catches between 1970 and 2013.  

Muskie catches were more likely during the full and new moons. An angler who only 

fished on the full and new moons would increase his chances of landing the fish by 5 

percent. 

But the lunar effect was even stronger at higher latitudes, for bigger fish and for fish 

caught in midsummer. Taken together, the findings suggest that anglers aren't catching 

more fish simply because more of them are out there. Instead, muskies may actually be 

feeding more during the full and new moons, making them easier to catch. 

 

 

http://www.livescience.com/43047-great-lakes-water-cycle-discovered.html
http://www.livescience.com/45937-muskies-caught-full-moon.html
http://www.livescience.com/20130-full-moon-rising-supermoon.html
http://www.livescience.com/45937-muskies-caught-full-moon.html
http://www.livescience.com/45937-muskies-caught-full-moon.html
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Nocturnal Monkeys 

Owl monkeys are South American primates with a rare trait.  They are nocturnal — 

even though they were once daytime creatures, as indicated by certain characteristics 

of their eyes.  Lacking built-in flashlights, why would any species return to the night? 

Researchers suggest several potential reasons why owl monkeys may have joined the 

night life. For one thing, families of owl monkeys snuggle and sleep together in 

protected tangles of vines or tree holes during the day, and then climb into the forest 

canopy to find their favorite tree fruits at night. 

Owl monkeys, which are relatively small monkeys, hide and sleep during the day in 

order to avoid huge, day-hunting raptors, such as harpy eagles and hawks, which 

regularly swoop down from the skies and snatch even large monkeys that dangle and 

jump through the tall forest canopy during the day. Also, by only searching for tree fruits 

during the night, owl monkeys avoid competing with larger monkeys that spend their 

days hunting for the same foods. So by “time sharing” the canopy with larger monkeys 

in a day/night cycle, owl monkeys increase their potential for collecting food while 

reducing their risk from predators. 

The first thing you notice about an owl monkey is its very big eyes, which help them find 

fruits in the night.  However, the genus of the owl monkey is Aotus, which is the Latin 

term for ‘earless,’ since you have a hard time seeing their ears at first glance. 
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Spider Fangs 

A spider's fangs are natural injection needles, making them perfectly suited for piercing 

the skeletons of prey and delivering a kiss of venom. 

Spider fangs have evolved to penetrate the external skeleton of the arachnids' prey, 

usually insects, in order to inject venom. As such, the fangs have to be able to withstand 

significant forces without deforming or breaking. 

So, scientists investigated the structural mechanics of the wandering spider from 

Central America. Wandering spiders don't build a web to catch their prey; instead, they 

hunt around on the ground. 

Unlike other biological injection needles, such as mosquito and bee stingers, the fangs 

of these spiders are curved. The curvature enables the arachnids to attack from 

different directions and hold their prey in place as they inject their venom. 

The hollow, conical shape of the spiders' fangs gives them nearly optimal stiffness per 

unit volume — a measure of their resistance to deformation — making them ideally 

suited for piercing prey. 

The fangs are a composite of protein and chitin, a carbohydrate molecule found in the 

shells of many insects and crustaceans. 

Understanding the biomechanics of spider fangs could reveal how other sharp 

structures, from a scorpion's stinger to a mammoth's tusk, evolved in nature. 

http://www.livescience.com/topics/spiders/
http://www.livescience.com/41591-brazilian-wandering-spiders.html
http://www.livescience.com/41591-brazilian-wandering-spiders.html

